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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the numerical approach and techni-

cal implementation of the 6-DoF hydrodynamic modelling, com-
bined with the Politecnico di Milano HexaFloat robot, adopted
for wind tunnel Hybrid/HIL tests floating offshore wind tur-
bines. The hybrid testing methodology, along with its ocean-
basin counterpart, is currently being considered as a valuable
upgrade in the model scale experiments, for its capability to get
rid of the typical scaling issues of such systems. The work re-
ports an overview of the setup, the general testing methodology,
presenting the main challenges about the deployment on the real-
time hardware, summarizing the key solving choices. A set of re-
sults related to code-to-code comparison between the optimized
HIL numerical model and the reference FAST computations are
included, confirming the correctness of the approach.

NOMENCLATURE
DoF Degree of freedom
HIL Hardware-In-the-Loop
RT Real Time
IPC Individual Pitch Control

FOWT Floating Offshore Wind Turbines
PoliMi Politecnico Milano
SWE Stuttgart University Wind Energy
HexaFloat 6-DoF PoliMi parallel kinematic robot
CoG Center of Gravity
FAST Reference open-source aeroelastic computer-aided engi-

neering tool for horizontal axis wind turbines
RNA Rotor Nacelle Assembly
FL Fairleads
PSD Power Spectral Density
ODE Ordinary Differential Equation
WAMIT Wave Analysis MIT
DTU Danmarks Tekniske Universitet
x 6x1 platform displacements
xs 6x1 simulated platform displacements
x,y,z Platform’s DoF: surge, sway, heave
j,J ,y Platform’s DoF: pitch, roll, yaw
[Ms] 6x6 structural mass matrix
[A•] 6x6 infinite-frequency hydrodynamic added mass matrix
[Rs] 6x6 structural damping matrix
[Ks] 6x6 structural stiffness matrix
F 6x1 external force vector
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rad,we,moor,visc Radiation, wave exciting, moorings, vis-
cous

bal,corr Balance, corrections
[Mt ], [Kt ] 6x6 mass and gravitational matrix of the wind turbine

scale model
bi CoG position of the wind turbine scale model along the i-th

axis
J Moment of inertia
g Gravity acceleration
G Center of mass of the whole floating system
hst,grav Hydrostatic, gravitational
pl, to,na,ro,bot Platform, tower, nacelle, rotor, bottom
tot,ed Total, extra-diagonal
Cd ,Cax Platform transverse and axial hydrodynamic drag coef-

ficients
Cdn,Cdt Mooring cable transverse and axial hydrodynamic

drag coefficients
D,d Platform cylinder’s and mooring cable diameters
t,r,ax tangential, radial, axial
u,v,w Wave particle velocities, along x,y,z
rw,r water and mooring cable densities
m,a Mooring line segment mass and hydrodynamic added

mass
E Young’s Modulus
N Number of nodes dividing each mooring cable
r 9·(N-2) Vector containing the 3 x,y,z displacements of (N-2)

internal nodes of the 3 mooring lines
I Identity matrix
i, i±1/2 i-th mooring line node index and the adjacent ones
lG, l Distance of center of mass of the whole floating structure

to the origin and mooring cable element length
êz Unit vector in the positive z direction
q̂ Tangent direction at each mooring cable’s node
e Mooring cable element strain
kbot ,cbot Sea bed bottom stiffness and damping
Cint Mooring cable element internal damping
T ,C,W ,Dp,Dq Mooring cable tension, damping, weight, vis-

cous (transverse), viscous (tangential) force
vectors due to internal nodes

B Sea bed contact force vector
Hs Significant wave height of the sea spectrum
Tp Wave peak period of the sea spectrum
µ , s Mean value and standard deviation

INTRODUCTION
Floating offshore wind turbines are subjected to the simul-

taneous effect of wind and waves and the design of such float-
ing systems requires the scale model experimental validation of
the complex numerical codes describing the related dynamics.
In this scenario model scale testing which combine the physical

generation of wind and waves are commonly considered of ques-
tionable in the quality of measurements they can provide, since
scaling factors and issues turn out to be greatly binding, [1], [2].
For this reason, recent international and European projects (e.g.
LIFES50+, [3]) have been giving value to the idea of separating
the wind and wave experimentations in different facilities, [4],
[5] and [6], through hybrid testing, i.e. introducing via software
wind actions in ocean basin experiments and/or wave actions in
wind tunnel experiments. This brings about scaling issues re-
laxation (e.g. Froude scaling, Reynolds number, [7] and [8]) and
great exploitation of the advantage of the wind and waves respec-
tively reproduced in the dedicated ocean basin and wind tunnel
facility.

Wind tunnel hybrid testing, objective of this paper, requires
a real-time modelling of the hydrodynamic forces and a wind
turbine physical scale model. The modelling and methodological
aspects of this testing setup are herein discussed in relation to
HexaFloat Hybrid/HIL system developed by the authors to be
tested in the Politecnio di Milano wind tunnel, [9].

6 DOF HYBRID/HIL SETUP
In Fig.1 the wind tunnel experimental rig is reported. More

specifically, it consists of two main hardware components: (a)
the wind turbine, which is a 1/75 aeroelastic scale model of the
DTU 10 MW reference wind turbine ( [8], [10]). The wind tur-
bine model has IPC capabilities [11] and, thanks to a dedicated
real-time controller, offers the possibility to implement FOWT-
specific control strategies [12] for experimental Hybrid/HIL val-
idation; (b) the Hexafloat 6DoF robot [6] provides motion to the
wind turbine model, moving its base by means of an independent
real-time controller, [13], (c) a 6-components dynamometric bal-
ance installed between the turbine model tower base and the Hex-
aFloat’s end effector, measures the internal actions between the
floater and the turbine (i.e. aerodynamic and inertial forces). The
real-time integration of the equations of motion Eq.1, combining
the hydrodynamic forces Fhydro (computed) and the aerodynamic
forces Faero (measured), provides the motion to the robot’s end
effector.

The numerical model (Eq.1) is developed in Mat-
lab/Simulink environment and it is verified against a reference
FAST model. More specifically, a set of simplifications were
required to make the numerical model ”lighter” and compati-
ble with RT execution, without losing the consistency with the
physical phenomena. The choices behind these simplification
are reported and discussed in the paper. The numerical model
is then implemented in dSPACE real-time hardware; the equa-
tions of motion Eq.1, including computations and measurements,
are integrated, so that the motion along the 6 platform DoF
x = {x,y,z,j,J ,y}T are given to the HexaFloat controller.

The experimental validation of the methodology herein re-
ported can be found, for a 2 DoF (x,J ) similar setup, in [14]
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Platform mass (kg) Mp 2.85693e7

Platform Center of mass (m) Zpl �35.884

Platform Roll moment of inertia (kgm2) Jxpl 2.2934e10

Platform Pitch moment of inertia (kgm2) Jypl 2.2934e10

Platform Yaw moment of inertia (kgm2) Jzpl 2.0224e10

Tower mass (kg) Mto 4.3645e5

Tower center of mass (m) Zto 63.05

Tower roll and pitch moment of inertia (kgm2) Jto 2.7623e8

Nacelle height (m) Zna 119

Nacelle mass (kg) Mna 4.46e5

Nacelle pitch moment of inertia (kgm2) Jna 73.26e5

Rotor mass (kg) Mro 2.306e5

Length scale factor (-) lL 75

Mass scale factor (-) lM = l 3
L 421,875

Velocity scale factor (-) l f = lV /lL 1/25

Acceleration scale factor (-) la = lLl 2
f 1/8.3

Force scale factor (-) lF = l 2
V l 2

f 50,625

TABLE 1. Triple-Spar/DTU 10MW floating system’s properties.

and [15].

MODELLING
The floating system adopted is the open-source Triple Spar

concept by SWE [16], coupled with the DTU 10 MW wind tur-
bine, [17]. In Fig.2 a sketch of the platform and the mass distri-
bution are reported, whereas the main structural properties can
be found in Tab.1. Eq.1 represents the 6-DoF dynamics of
FOWT reproduced in wind tunnel through the Hybrid/HIL setup
of Fig.1.

[Ms +A•] ẍ+[Rs] ẋ+[Ks]x = Fhydro +Faero (1)

where [Ms] is the mass of the global floating system (see Fig.2,
Eq.A.1 and A.2), which has been obtained by linearizing, the
Lagrange term of the kinetic energy based on the velocity of
the center of mass, as defined in Eq.A.3. [A•] is the infinite-
frequency added mass, given as an output of the 3D panel code
computation by WAMIT [18] under the assumption of potential
flow, [Rs] is additional linear hydrodynamic added damping [16]
and [Ks] the stiffness, as in Eq.2

[Ks] = [Khst ]� [Kgrav] (2)

composed of the hydrostatic restoring term from WAMIT [18]
and gravitational one, Eq.A.6 and Eq.A.7.

Aerodynamic forces As reported in Eq.3 the aerody-
namic force vector comes from the measurements provided by
the balance Fbal to which a correction force vector Fcorr needs
to be applied.

Faero = Fbal +Fcorr (3)

More specifically, the correction force vector can be expressed as
in Eq.4

Fcorr = [Mt ]ẍs +[Kt ]xs (4)

where [Mt ] and [Kt ], reported in detail in Eq.A.4 and A.5, are re-
spectively the mass and stiffness matrices of the physical scale
model, defined under the hypothesis of rigid motion and small
rotations. These are combined to the simulated DoF xs to get the
inertial and gravitational contributions of the model itself which
are measured along with the aerodynamic forces in Fbal , thus
providing Faero only. This correction is needed due to the small,
altough inevitable differences in the mass properties of the model
with respect to the full scale target, providing inertial and gravita-
tional contributions of the model. As a further advantage, the pre-
sented HIL methodology allows to get rid of Froude scaling [8],
enhancing the quality of scale model measurements (e.g. higher
wind speed, better signal/noise ratio, Reynolds number discrep-
ancy less penalising) but leads to a scale factor of the acceleration
different from 1; again, this requires to correct the acceleration-
dependent measurements, on the right-hand side of Eq.1. For
the reasons above, both inertial and gravitational terms related
to the physical scale model, Eq.4 (see Eq.A.4 and A.5) must be
subtracted from measurements Fbal to obtain aerodynamic force
vector Faero only (Eq.3), to be put in the global equations of
motion (Eq.1). The correction force is based on the simulated
motions xs instead of the physical ones x, for a smoother imple-
mentation, paying the price of a small (negligible) approximation
with respect to relying on the actual motion of the scale model.
These aspects and the approach to handle them are reported and
thoroughly analysed in [14] and [15].

Hydrodynamic forces Hydrodynamic forces Fhydro
(Eq.5) are computed and combined with aerodynamic forces
Faero in real time, on right hand-side of Eq.1. The goal is mak-
ing the computation as fast as possible, finding a balance between
the simplification in the modelling and the consistency with the
physical phenomena, object of this work.

Fhydro = Frad +Fwe +Fvisc +Fmoor (5)
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solving the Eq.7, related to a lumped-mass mooring line model,
[21]

⇥
M(r)

⇤
r̈ = F(r, ṙ) (7)

where a position-dependent overall mass matrix [M(r)] gives rise
to the related inertial forces equilibrated by the corresponding
internal forces (Eq.11) of different nature.

⇥
M(r)

⇤
=
⇥
m
⇤
+
⇥
a(r)

⇤
(8)

The mass of the moorings depend both on the mass of the lines
and on the hydrodynamic added mass, as in Eq.8 and Eq.A.9.
The added mass is divided into transversal [api ] and tangential
[aqi ] contributions with respect to the local reference system (q̂i)
of each node, approximated through the line passing between two
adjacent nodes, Eq.9 and Eq.10, [21].

8
>>><

>>>:

h
mi

i
= p

4 d2lr[I]3⇥3h
ai

i
= [api ]+ [aqi ] =

= rw
p
4 d2l

h
Can([I]3⇥3 � q̂iq̂

T
i )+Cat(q̂iq̂

T
i )
i

(9)

q̂i =
ri+1 � ri�1

kri+1 � ri�1k
(10)

As reported in Eq.11, the internal nodes of the moorings, con-
tribute in terms of tensile loads T , damping C, weight W , contact
with seabed B and viscous drag forces D, see Eq.A.10-A.16.

F(r, ṙ) = T i+1/2(r)�T i�1/2(r)+Ci+1/2(ṙ,r)�Ci�1/2(ṙ,r)+
+ W i +Bi(ṙ,r)+Dpi(ṙ)+Dqi(ṙ)

(11)
The integration of Eq.7 allows to define, at each time step, the
dynamics of the nodes (r, ṙ) and to compute the overall mooring
line forces Fmoor at the fairleads, Eq.12.

Fmoor(r, ṙ) =�T N �CN +W N +DpN +DqN (12)

OPTIMIZATION FOR REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION
The optimization of the real time model reported in Eq.1 re-

sults in a consistent reduction of the number of computations and
operations executed during the Hybrid/HIL tests with regard to
the hydrodynamic forces Fhydro, generally not required adopting
usual numerical engineering tools, [24]. This optimization can

u (m/s)

10�14

10�11

10�8

10�5

10�2

10

x (m)

FIGURE 3. Optimal discretization of the Triple Spar platform cylin-
der (Fig.2) for Morison’s viscous force Fhydro computation.

107 (N) 107 (Nm)

HIL FAST

Fx 0.0548 0.0548

My 1.8727 1.8657

TABLE 2. Comparison (amplitudes) of the most relevant Morison’s
forces for a regular sea state between the optimized model (HIL, Fig.3)
and the reference one (FAST) with finer discretization. Wave height 2.2
m and period 8 s.

be roughly summarized in the reduction of: (I) the number of
harmonics considered in the spectrum of the irregular sea state
simulations (Fwe); (II) the number of elements dividing the sub-
structure Fvisc; (III) the number of nodes composing the moor-
ing lines and (IV) the choice of specific contributions in terms of
forces to be considered from the internal nodes of the catenary
and (V) general implementation issues.

(I) The number of harmonic components in the spectrum and
its frequency resolution is of critical decision and it can’t be kept
the same as in off-line simulations (i.e. FAST). A compromise
between physical consistency and computational effort must be
reached. It was found that decreasing the frequency resolution
by 10 times from FAST simulations to HIL implementation was
guaranteeing this balance, so that a Dw = 0.002 rad/s was turned
to Dw = 0.02 rad/s keeping satisfactory results. With regard to
linear spectrum simulation a range of 0.3-3.3 rad/s was consid-
ered sufficiently representative, being the significant contribution
of the adopted JONSWAP spectrum falling within this range.

(II) The viscous forces depend on the relative velocity be-
tween the platform and water (Eq.A.8). Nevertheless the wave
particle speed decreases exponentially [25], and it is acceptable
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FIGURE 7. Viscous transverse damping Dp contribution (Eq.11)
for the internal nodes (#2-20) in the combined decay tests x =

{x,y,z,j,J ,y}T = {20 m,20 m,10 m,15�,15�,15�}T .

FIGURE 8. Seabed contact contribution B (Eq.11) for the internal
nodes (#2-20) in the combined decay tests x = {x,y,z,j,J ,y}T =

{20 m,20 m,10 m,15�,15�,15�}T .

tion (i.e. nodes # 6-14) that can happen to be in contact with
the seabed, then nodes up to the farileads (# 21) which can be
completely avoided from the calculation.

With regard to the contribution to the stiffness due to the ax-
ial tensile load T and damping C, the strain for each node was
investigated for the decay tests and is reported in Fig.10, where
it can be seen how axial stretch changes are small (lower than
1%) during the platform’s motion, suggesting to set these con-
tributions as constant. This cannot be done since the model en-
counters convergence issues otherwise.

The above considerations are summarized in Tab.3, report-
ing the final modelling scheme for the mooring lines.

(V) Many technical/implementation issues arise in the pre-

FIGURE 9. Viscous tangential damping Dq contribution (Eq.11)
for the internal nodes (#2-20) in the combined decay tests x =

{x,y,z,j,J ,y}T = {20 m,20 m,10 m,15�,15�,15�}T .

FIGURE 10. e contribution (Eq.11) for the internal nodes
(#2-20) in the combined decay tests x = {x,y,z,j,J ,y}T =

{20 m,20 m,10 m,15�,15�,15�}T .

sented real-time modelling; the most relevant ones, which have
affected greatly the real time modelling approach, are herein re-
ported. Regarding the integration time step, the mooring lines
represent the most binding part of the modelling, requiring a well
finer discretization compared to the rest of the model; this is re-
flected also in the reference FAST/MoorDyn module. An accept-
able compromise was found for this floating concept to be of 0.02
s full scale, resulting in a time step around 8e-4 s at model scale,
associated with an ODE45 integration scheme.

For the same reasons that led to a comprehensive real-time
implementation of the mooring line dynamics, the first and sec-
ond order wave exciting forces Fwe are computed at each time
step spanning over the wave frequency range, relying on the
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

M % ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ #

T % ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ #

C % ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ ñ #

Dp % 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 #

Dq % 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 #

B % ñ ñ ñ ñ 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 #

TABLE 3. Summary of the inclusion of the various mooring line’s force contributions of the internal nodes, from anchor (%) to fairlead (#): constant
nodes (ñ), potentially constant (ñ), varying (3) and neglected (7).

f (Hz) f (Hz) p p q q

HIL FAST HIL FAST HIL FAST

Surge 0.0052 0.0050 0.24 0.28 0.039 0.033

Sway 0.0049 0.0049 0.26 0.30 0.034 0.028

Heave 0.0628 0.0628 0.31 0.31 0.015 0.015

Roll 0.0360 0.0361 0.38 0.32 -0.059 -0.018

Pitch 0.0380 0.0380 0.35 0.29 -0.037 0.001

Yaw 0.0130 0.0130 0.10 0.10 0.014 0.017

TABLE 4. Summary of the comparison between the real-time HIL
model and the reference FAST model, including the natural frequencies
f, the linear and quadratic damping parameters p and q.

complex frequency dependent vectors given by WAMIT. This
was preferable instead of entering pre-defined heavy multidimen-
sional lookup tables returning forces for each time step.

The computation of the wave kinematics u,v,w could be the-
oretically computed off-line in advance, saving computation and
time at each step of the simulations, since they do not depend on
the floating system. Nevertheless, the Wheeler function adopted
to compute the velocities, [25], takes into account also the wave
stretching above the SWL, which in turns depends on the verti-
cal platform position, making the off-line determination of this
contribution not possible.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In Fig.11 and Fig.12 the free decay and irregular sea results

(without wind) are reported to compare the HIL model to the ref-
erence FAST one, for a subset of selected DoF, that are those en-
visaging the most significant amplitudes. The HIL model shows
an almost overlapped behaviour. The same conclusions can be
drawn looking at Tab.4, which reports the corresponding natu-
ral frequencies, linear and quadratic damping p and q, respec-
tively defined as intercepts and slope of the graph Fn�Fn+1

1/2(Fn+Fn+1)

FIGURE 11. Surge x and pitch J decay comparison.

Vs 1
2 (Fn +Fn+1), being Fn and +Fn+1 the peaks of two con-

sequent cycles of the DoF, as defined in [26]. Tab.4 confirms
the correctness of the procedure reported, where very close val-
ues between HIL and FAST can be seen. This confirms that the
sensitivity analysis conducted in the definition of the real-time
model, with the burden of selecting the contributions that are ac-
tually relevant from an engineering point of view, can be consid-
ered satisfactory. Furthermore, following this preliminary analy-
sis, ongoing assessments are being focused on different floating
platforms and different sea-conditions contributing to make this
methodology more robust; more comprehensive numerical and
experimental analysis are expected to be published soon.
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FIGURE 12. Pitch J PSD comparison for irregular sea, Hs = 2.2m
and Tp = 8s.
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Appendix: Analytics

[Ms] =

2

6666664

Mtot 0 0 0 Med 0
0 Mtot 0 �Med 0 0
0 0 Mtot 0 0 0
0 �Med 0 M44 0 0

Med 0 0 0 M55 0
0 0 0 0 0 M66

3

7777775
(A.1)

Mtot = Mpl +Mto +Mna +Mro
Med = MplZpl +MtoZto +(Mna +Mro)Zna
M44 = Jxpl + Jxto +MplZ2

pl +MtoZ2
to +(Mna +Mro)Z2

na
M55 = Jypl + Jyto +MplZ2

pl +MtoZ2
to +(Mna +Mro)Z2

na
M66 = Jzpl + Jzto + Jzna

(A.2)

|vG,xz|2 = ẋ2 + l2
GJ̇ 2 +2lGẋJ̇��vG,yz

��2 = ẏ2 + l2
Gj̇2 �2lGẏj̇

(A.3)

[Mt ] =

2

6666664

mt 0 0 0 mtbz 0
0 mt 0 �mzbz 0 �mtbx
0 0 mt 0 0 0
0 �mtbz 0 Jxx 0 Jxz

mtbz 0 0 0 Jyy 0
0 �mtbx 0 Jxz 0 Jzz

3

7777775
(A.4)

[Kt ] =

2

6666664

0 0 0 0 �mtg 0
0 0 0 mtg 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 �mtbzg 0 0
0 0 0 0 �mtbzg 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

3

7777775
(A.5)

kgrav = g(MplZpl +MtoZto +(Mna +Mro)Zna) (A.6)

[Kgrav] =

2

6666664

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 kgrav 0 0
0 0 0 0 kgrav 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

3

7777775
(A.7)

8
<

:

vx,rel(z, t) = u(z, t)� vx,pl(z, t)
vy,rel(z, t) = v(z, t)� vy,pl(z, t)
vz,rel(z, t) = w(z, t)� vz,pl(z, t)

(A.8)

⇥
M
⇤
=

2

6666664

[m1]+ [a1]
. . .

[mi]+ [ai]
. . .

[mN ]+ [aN ]

3

7777775
(A.9)

Wi+1/2 =
p
4

d2l(rw �r)g;W i =
1
2
(Wi+1/2 +Wi�1/2)êz (A.10)

T i+1/2 = E
p
4

d2
✓

1
l
� 1

kri+1 � rik

◆
(ri+1 � ri) (A.11)

Ci+1/2 =Cint
p
4

d2ėi+1/2

✓
ri+1 � ri

kri+1 � rik

◆
(A.12)

ėi+1/2 =
∂
∂ t

ei+1/2 =
∂
∂ t

✓
kri+1 � rik

l

◆
(A.13)
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Dpi =
1
2

rwCdndl
���(ṙi · q̂i)q̂i � ṙi

���((ṙi · q̂i)q̂i � ṙi) (A.14)

Dqi =
1
2

rwCdtpdl
���(�ṙi · q̂i)q̂i

���(�ṙi · q̂i)q̂i (A.15)

Bi = dl[(zbot � zi)kbot � żicbot ]êz (A.16)
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